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Abstract

The paper presents a Java-based object-oriented sys-
tem that offers a layered infrastructure to create the ad-
equate framework for complex interactions between Grid
components (e.g., agents of Web services). Using a shared-
memory modeled by sets of tuples, our proposal can be
considered as an abstract communication architecture for
building Grid services.

1. Introduction

The actual Internet technologies’ opportunities have led
to the undreamt possibility of using distributed computers
as a single, unified computer resource, leading to what is
known as Grid computing [5, 8]. Grids enable the sharing,
selection, and aggregation of a wide variety of heteroge-
neous resources, such as supercomputers, storage systems,
data sources, specialized devices (e.g., wireless terminals)
and others, that are geographically distributed and owned
by diverse organizations for solving large-scale computa-
tional and data intensive problems in science, engineering
and commerce [5].

In order to build open, large-scale and inter-operable dis-
tributed applications in the context of Grid computing, one
of the key requirements is the design of an environment in
which collaborative distributed applications may be devel-
oped in a standardized way [13]. Actually, there are many
existing network computing and Grid projects, each of them
presenting various (incompatible) architectures and distinct
characteristics. The main goal is to design a generic high-
level architecture able to give support for multiple exist-
ing and future protocols, programming languages and stan-
dards.

In this paper, we propose a Java-based object-oriented
system – tuBiG (Tuple-Based Grid) – that offers a layered
infrastructure to create the adequate framework for complex
interactions between heterogeneous and geographically dis-
tributed components. The authors consider tuBiG architec-
ture as a natural continuation of a previous project, called
Omega [2, 3].

Using a shared-memory modeled by sets of tuples in-
spired by Linda [9], the tuBiG project presents an abstract
communication architecture that can be used to map exist-
ing communication Web-based technologies. Our proposed
infrastructure can be used to design, implement and test va-
rious distributed components, such as agents or (semantic)
Web services.

2. tuBiG Infrastructure

In order to offer the best functionality and performance,
tuBiG system gives a virtual addressing space to be used
by distributed applications. This virtual space is formed by
a networked set of heterogeneous hosts (real or virtual ma-
chines denoted by an IP address) that agree to share their
local resources to others.

The basic model of the system is not a client/server
one, each node could send requests to other nodes, but in
the same time can resolve requests received from different
nodes. We can view our approach as a many-to-many one.
As particular situations, we can have an one-to-one com-
munication – in this case, the tuBiG project offers support
for peer-to-peer computing – or an one-to-many communi-
cation – for multicast, anycast or broadcast ways of com-
munication.
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2.1. System Architecture

The tuBiG infrastructure is a Java-based object-oriented
middleware system and provides a layered architecture
composed by three main layers:

• tuBiG – Core is the central element of the system and
contains the services and the features that can make
possible the building applications for the Grid layers
(see also section 3) in order to offer access to dis-
tributed heterogeneous resources and users; this layer
consists of several components used to implement low-
level services for communication, resource manage-
ment, resource discovery and security.

• tuBiG – Peel contains the global services that can be
accessed in a public manner by other superior layers;
this part is based on the Core layer.

• tuBiG – Interface is the layer that provides an API (Ap-
plication Programmer Interface) used to implement
high-level functionalities that could be offered by su-
perior layers. One goal of the tuBiG project is to
provide at the Interface layer certain abstractions that
hide specific implementation details of each commu-
nication protocol and resource management technique.
This makes easer the process of design and implemen-
tation of software agents that can populate the Grid and
a specific agent communication language [13]. The In-
terface layer will be able to give support for implemen-
tation of the Web services, too.

The implemented resource management mechanism su-
pervises the requests for certain resources stored by the
nodes within tuBiG addressing space and assigns the re-
quested resource to the client node that made the request.

The Core component offers the following object
datatypes used for the management of the superior layers
of the system:

• tuple-object can be viewed as an atomic addressable
information entity and is denoted by a special tuple.
This approach is inspired by Linda [9] – a program-
ming language originally constructed to handle the
problem of writing parallel programs for massively-
parallel supercomputers.

By using such of tuples, the Core layer will store in a
particular way data structures used for the (serialized)
representation of information (data, request, response)
between the nodes of the Grid.

A tuple can be considered as a generic object of the en-
vironment. For example, a tuple can store references to
information about a service, a block of data, an address
of a node and its access restrictions, etc.

• simple base datatypes, such as intElement, floatEle-
ment, stringElement and pointerElement – objects that
represent the common datatypes provided by any pro-
gramming language and they are public available to the
programmer.

The pointerElement object represents global refer-
ences to tuples and will be used to localise tuples in
the tuBiG space.

• tupleSpace is an object complex base datatype that de-
notes a set of tuples. It is used to store the informa-
tion of the nodes in a space of tuples. There are many
types of the generic tuple space datatype (e.g., proxy-
TupleSpaces) and each of them has certain characteris-
tics and functionalities detalied in next section. This
datatype can be viewed as a superclass.

These datatypes are used to model a concurrent dis-
tributed programming environment through the shared
memory mechanisms.

For a direct access to tuples, we are using the local refe-
rences provided by Java [18] language at the internal imple-
mentation level. The global references offer the possibility
to access any kind of tuples, without any concerns about
their localization.

Tuple Structure

We’ll consider the following model to describe tuples. A
tuple can contain different elements of the certain types: in-
tElement, floatElement, stringElement and pointerElement.

Additionally, to uniquely identify a tuple, we’ll attach a
tuple identifier (denoted by a tuple id component) and
a time-stamp. In Linda jargon, these fields are “formals” –
they do not store public data [9]. The time-stamp element
denotes the moment of time when that tuple was created and
is a floatElement datatype element. The time-stamp element
is private and cannot be directly accessed by the superior
layers.

When a tuple needs to be destroyed (its information will
be erased), the associated time-stamp will be set to zero. If
other remote node (that used in the past this tuple through its
reference) tries to have access to the already erased tuple’s
information, the system will check if the time-stamp is zero.
In this case, the reference to the tuple is destroyed, and an
event (exception) is generated. Of course, the reference to
the tuple will be destroyed if the tuple has a different value
for the time-stamp.

We can remark that the existence of the time-stamp could
be used for the implementation of the tuBiG’s security
mechanism (eventually on the Interface layer). Also, the
time-stamp component is used in the remote tuple discove-
ry process.
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Figure 1. Node Structure

Node Structure

In the proposed infrastructure, a node is a tuple subspace
that contains a single (“main”) space of tuples (a tupleSpace
element). This element stores different categories of infor-
mation provided by the node – a tupleSpace element struc-
tures all information of a node (see figure 1).

Additionally, a node can contain zero, one or many other
“ghost” tuple spaces (of proxyTupleSpaces datatype) that
will be created at the communication time between this
node and other remote nodes of the system. The “ghost”
tuple spaces are partial copies of the “main” tuple spaces of
the remote nodes involved in the communication process.
For each remote tuple, a “ghost” tuple is locally used (this
mechanism is somewhat similarly to stub/proxy/skeleton
entities of the RPC or CORBA).

The tupleSpace and proxyTupleSpaces elements are
stored by another space of tuples, called knownSpaces. The
virtual common space presented below consists of these
tuple spaces of the knownSpaces type for each existing
node of the Grid. Each component of a set of tupleSpace
and proxyTupleSpaces is “aware of” its apartenence to a
knownSpaces space of tuples.

Because the tuple spaces are included into other tuple
spaces, apparently the organizational model of the system
is a hierarchically one. In fact, the internal structure of the
system is a shared, flat space of tuples. The nodes can di-
rectly communicate to others, without intermediary nodes.
This fact is very useful to give the possibility to implement
various Grid-like services at the Interface layer or other su-
perior layers.

Communication Mechanism

The communication mechanism consists of a set of re-
quest/response pairs of tuples.

At the level of tuBiG Core, the process of communica-
tion is accomplished in an asynchronous manner, because
there are requests that do not need an (immediate) response.
Internally, the responses to requests consist of different re-
quests which can imply the change of one or many tuples.

A request tuple has the following form. First three fields
are reserved and they will contain: the name of the desired
service (service type), a handler which will identify the re-
quest (request identity), and a state field.

The state field will indicate the success or the failure of
a request and will be used to implement the event-based
mechanism. The state field will contain different state va-
lues about the progress of the request, such as “START”,
“IN PROGRESS”, “FINISHED” or “ERROR”.

The synchronization could be made on the basis of these
state values and of the request identity, using specific syn-
chronization abstractions.

The request tuple can contain other fields of different
base datatypes or pointers to other tuples, in order to invoke
the desired service. The request tuple is uniquely identified
by its time-stamp component and cannot be duplicated.

When a request is made, a request-type object is cre-
ated. The management of the request-type objects is imple-
mented by means of an internal request queue. The request-
type objects are synchronized by using specific synchro-
nization primitives.

On the Peel layer, the infrastructure gives the possibility
to have two types of requests, in order to implement the two
mechanisms of communication:

• asynchronous – for this kind of request, we do not need
to wait for a response (upon the request-type objects,
the synchronization primitives are not invoked);

• synchronous – for each request, a response is manda-
tory; the internal implementation uses our own mech-
anisms (the internal synchronization primitives are in-
voked) to assure the synchronous transfer of informa-
tion.

In both cases, the tuBiG’s event mechanism is used to
signal the state of the completed request.

Example

To have a whole picture of the communication phases,
we imagine the following scenario.

We suppose that, after previous edition of ISPDC event,
there is a number of 33 participants which have stored di-
gital pictures taken during the symposium. We want to
discover all JPEG images stored on the laptops, palmtops
or PCs of these participants. We consider these computers
form a Grid (the physical localization of the persons could
be distributed on the entire planet). The nodes of the Grid
run our tuBiG software.

To simplify the situation, we assume the B node makes
a synchronous request to the A node of the Grid to invoke
a service of picture file discovery, where A is one of the
Grid nodes. This discovery service returns tuples that will
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contain the desired information (e.g., the name of the found
files, plus their URI, the access rights and other metadata –
for example: owner, MIME type, filesize, picture resolution
and quality etc.). The B’s request is a req t tuple which
contains all information needed by A to fulfill the request
and, eventually, to sent the response back to the B node.

In the B’s reserved space of tuples, the req t tuple con-
tains the name of the requested service that will be invoked
on A node and a reference to a res t tuple. The res t tuple
is the response tuple that will store information about the
response given by A. The res t tuple has a reference to a
list of tuples that will denote the response (the set of found
pictures).

We need to discover all tuples that have as data elements
three fields (of stringElement base datatype) contained the
data category (“image”), its type (“JPEG” file) and asso-
ciated metadata (“ISPDC 2002 event”). The first three ele-
ments are the service type (“match-tuple”), the request iden-
tity (e.g., 133), and the state field (i.e. “IN PROGRESS”):

( service_type = match-tuple,
req_id = 133,
state = IN PROGRESS,
content = image,
type = JPEG,
metadata = ISPDC 2002 event )

Instead of given strings, we can use Perl-style regular
expressions to match all tuples that have three data elements
of stringElement datatype.

The steps involved in the process of communication are
(see also figure 2):

1. the request is initiated;

2. a proxy space of tuples is created on B and the com-
munication mechanism is started;

3. similarly, a proxy space of tuples is created on A and a
temporarly t tuple is created; this tuple corresponds to
res t tuple stored on B node; the t tuple will be used to
bind the service requested by B to be invoked on A;

4. the A node executes the request and the pointer to the
result is stored by t tuple; the system initiates an up-
date mechanism that implies the updating process of
the information stored by res t tuple on the B node (in
fact, this step is very similar to the RPC communica-
tion mechanism);

5. the result is returned in res t tuple and a “FINISHED”
event is triggered. In this moment, the system will no-
tify the request-type object that had monitorized the
whole process of communication to continue the B’s
execution.

upleSpace A

uple

server

stub

upleSpace B

rez
server

stub

Node A Node B

knownSpaces A knownSpaces B

uple t

proxyUpleSpace B proxyUpleSpace A

Figure 2. Process of communication between
nodes A and B

For the asynchronous communication case, using the
event mechanism, the B node could be notified if the res-
ponse from A was arrived.

The tuBiG infrastructure offers a powerful and flexible
resource management mechanism that can be used to im-
plement sequential or/and parallel applications.

Using our own tuBiG’s capabilities of the remote invo-
cation of the services (via tuples), a node could invoke an
operation (e.g., Web service or a method of a remote agent)
which its returned result can be placed on any other existing
node, if the security mechanism allows this. This feature is
useful in the case of a wireless Grid to discover and exe-
cute/consume different available services/resources.

Similarly to TSpaces [16] approach, a node can register
for event notifications, such as “let me know when a cer-
tain tuple (with a desired content) is written/updated to the
space”. When an event occurs, the node is notified through
a callback method. This method is denoted by a reference
to another tuple that can contain information about the in-
vocation of another operation.

2.2. Implementation

The tuBiG project – actually, in the stage of prototype –
is developed exclusively in Java, using Java 2 Standard Edi-
tion Development Kit 1.4 [18]. The XML data is processed
by using the Document Object Model (DOM) [20] library
of the World-Wide Web Consortium.

For data serialization, we are using Java specific seria-
lization mechanism and our XML-based serialization tech-
niques (for details, see [1]). At the implementation level,
the synchronization and event notification mechanisms use
the wait() and notify() primitives.

An XML-based configuration file is available on each
node to store the IP and port information about the nodes of
the Grid. Also, this file sets certain access restrictions and
stores meta-descriptions to each functionality provided by
the node. Future implementations will use the configuration
file for service naming and discovery.

The prototype was tested on the Microsoft Windows
2000/XP platforms and on the several Linux distributions
(such as Redhat 9 and Mandrake 9.1), using a Linux 2.4
kernel.
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3. Related and Further Work

A three layer model [10, 14] for the Grid infrastructure
was adopted by various world-wide research communities.
This model views the Grid as an architecture made by:

• the Computational Grid – the lower layer concerned
with large-scale pooling of computational and data re-
sources that requires significant shared infrastructure
to enable the monitoring and control resources in the
resulting ensemble;

• the Information Grid – this middle layer allows uni-
form access (via metadata descriptions) to heteroge-
neous information sources and providing commonly
used services running on distributed computational re-
sources; the computational resources can vary, from
simple method invocations to complete sophisticated
applications;

• the Knowledge Grid – the top most layer provides
specialised (meta-)services used for data discovery in
existing data repositories and for managing informa-
tion services; the meta-services aggregates many other
types of services.

In this context, the tuBiG system can be considered as a
software infrastructure and a test-bed solution for any layer
of the Grid, by providing support for building complex so-
lutions to the dynamic services required by each of these
levels.

The applications – e.g., peer-to-peer software, cluster
and Grid components, wireless network services etc. –
built on the tuBiG Interface layer can use different comput-
ing and communication technologies at the Internet scale.
Using both synchronous and asynchronous types of com-
munication via request/response tuples, the system is flexi-
ble enough to use multiple communication paradigms (us-
ing agents, Web services or/and a mixture of these). From
this point of view, our proposal is similar with the Globus
project [17] and its succesor – the Open Grid Services Ar-
chitecture (OGSA) [12] – that is based on the assumptions
that Grid architectures should provide basic services, but
not empose particular programming models or higher-level
computing architectures and Grid applications require ser-
vices beyond those provided by today’s usual technologies.
The OGSA supports the creation, deployment, and applica-
tion of ensemblies of services maintained by virtual organi-
zations.

Because tuBiG is fully object-oriented, its architecture is
related to Legion’s metacomputing framework [6, 12]. The
Core and Peel layers of the tuBiG system manipulate tu-
ples that cannot be accessed as objects by the entities of the
superior layers. The object-oriented aspect of the tuples is

revealed only at the Interface layer or other superior layers
based on the tuBiG’s API.

Another related application is TSSuite [7] – a tuple-
based infrastructure and a set of tools for the development
and management of Web services. In fact, our tuple-based
model is similar to TSpaces [16] approach – a network com-
munication buffer with database capabilities that enables
communication between applications and devices in a net-
work of heterogeneous computers and operating systems.

One of the promising Java-based technologies for build-
ing Grid components is JINI [19], using the concept of net-
work plug-and-play. Our proposal do not use JINI or other
similar approaches, but at the internal implementation level
has many similar functionalities. The tuBiG’s architecture
is more a service-oriented architecture [12] and its Inter-
face layer gives support for Web services and related XML-
based technologies (e.g., SOAP, WSDL, UDDI) [20], and
as well for software agents.

Another important aspect in decentralized systems is in-
formation discovery. By using the Perl-like regular expres-
sions, XML-based query languages and RDF semantic des-
criptions, at the Interface layer of the tuBiG infrastructure,
programmers will be able to design and deploy programs
(e.g., Web agents or services) for resource and service dis-
covery. Using different query techniques (see also [4]), we
intend to develop a test application used for discovering
multimedia resources within a Grid.

Future versions of tuBiG will make possible to develop
the next generation of user agents (RSS aggregators, Web
browsers, etc.) that could take advantage of the tuple se-
mantics.

As stated in [13], a number of Grid systems make
use of Web services as an XML-based communication
layer. On the other hand, there are many agent-based ap-
proaches [11, 15, 14] for building different kinds of Grid
applications. Of course, there are mixed implementations,
too. The tuBiG project’s goal is to support the designing
and implementation of both approaches.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, a Java-based object-oriented system, called
tuBiG, was proposed as a software infrastructure used to
build a Grid-like environment for complex interactions bet-
ween heterogeneous and geographically distributed compo-
nents. Our proposal provides support for building solutions
to the dynamic services required by the three layers – Com-
putational, Information, and Knowledge – of the Grid. The
aim of the project is the platform-, language- and commu-
nication protocol-independence.

The paper is focused on the general architecture of
the system and gives certain details about design ratio-
nale, communication mechanisms and implementation is-
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sues. The tuBiG system consists of three layers, detailed
in section 2.1. The Core layer offers several components
used to implement low-level services for communication,
resource management, resource discovery and security. The
Peel layer contains the global services intended to be pub-
licly accessed by other superior layers. The Interface layer
provides an API used to implement high-level abstract func-
tionalities that could be offered by other superior layers.

To make possible the communication between remote
nodes, the system uses sets of tuples (inspired by Linda)
that resambles a common shared addressable memory. The
paper presents the general structure of the involved tuples
and describes the tuple spaces used to store different cate-
gories of information provided by a node.

The communication mechanism consists of a set of re-
quest/response pairs of tuples (see details and an example in
section 2.1). The Java internal implementation of the sys-
tem is discussed in section 2.2.

Providing a flexible layered architecture, the presented
tuBiG project can be used to effectively realize a Grid [5],
including – among other facilities – the deployment of low-
level middleware in order to offer a secure and transparent
access to resources and the development and testing of dis-
tributed applications to take advantage of the available re-
sources and infrastructure.
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